Abstract: Due to the enlarging advancement of wireless sensor network localization, indoor localization using fingerprint has become more prominent in recent years. It encompasses a database called Receive Strength Signal Indicator (RSSI) vectors, which is a primitive quantity in wireless sensor network fingerprinting localization. The equivalence of some methods is pointed out from the literatures, and some new variants are presented in this study. First affinity propagation is used for clustering data points in the offline phase, next the online phase localization algorithms is exploited. It entails two stages coarse localization and fine localization. In the coarse localization step, both metric of similarity to the receive strength signal vector of exemplars, and resemblance to the weighted average receive strength signal vector of the cluster members are applied. In online phase, both deterministic and probabilistic algorithms are evaluated. Moreover the impact of preference variation within affinity propagation clustering will be investigated in accuracy and real-time ability. Ultimately, two coarse localization methods as Mahalanobis norm method and similarity to exemplar receive strength signal vector are compared based on positioning accuracy and performance. Experimental outcomes prove that our prospective algorithm will promote the accuracy and localization error compared with the method without clustering.
Introduction
Significant advancements in the number of mobile and networked devices have created applications for a new generation of smart, context-aware devices. Demands for indoor positioning have intensified that rely on localization algorithms [1] .One of the pivotal positioning techniques is localization with fingerprinting that is based on exploiting the network's properties, such as receive strength signal (RSS). It can be achieved using the WIFI networked card in laptops and PDAs and is based on the principle of software. Therefore, this method does not need additional hardware to accumulate the RSS and is superior to the Time of Arrival (TOA), Angel of Arrival (AOA) measurements [2] [3] [4] .
There are two subsequent phases in fingerprinting location algorithm: (1) offline phase (2) online phase. In offline phase, a database of RSS fingerprint is gathered from all APs for total data points. In online phase, unknown data points are localized by using a coarse positioning approach to acquire the clusters which they belong and fine localization algorithms using deterministic and probabilistic algorithms ( Figure. 1 ) [5] .
Deterministic methods use geometrical or statistical techniques to estimate the user location between RSS fingerprints. For example, in RADAR [6] , it is proposed to use Nearest Neighbor techniques to estimate the user mobile location. The accuracy of RADAR is about 3 m with 50 % probability for a 980 square m test bed area [6] . Pehlavan (2002) also used KNN (k-Nearest Neighbor) technique for the first time and attained 2.8 m distance error. k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm was a moderate solution which estimated the mobile user's position at the centroid of the K closest neighbors [7] [8] [9] [10] . The KNN algorithm can be easily applied to the current existing WLAN infrastructures. But the accuracy of this method is not reasonably high. Statistical analysis is another approach that is based on the probabilities of each candidate RP. This method analyzes the confidence probability of each RP to be selected as the estimated position [11] [12] [13] [14] . Currently clustering approaches have been adopted in location fingerprinting systems to boost positioning accuracy and cut down computational overhead. A clustering-based system can be noticed as a twostage fingerprinting approach. First, this method divides a large number of Reference Points (RP) into several clusters. Next, it incorporates the classification results as the first-level estimations and chooses the cluster that testing data point belongs to. It estimates the testing point location by using the database restricted in the matched cluster rather than the entire RPs [15] . This paper integrates AF clustering algorithm and coarse localization techniques such as using Mahalanobis norm methods and similarity to exemplar receive strength signal (RSS) vector. This algorithm curtails the computational complexity in WLAN environment by reducing the number of APs. Also, influence of preference variations within AF clustering will be investigated in accuracy and real-time ability and impact of AF clustering on the positioning accuracy and the computational complexity will be discussed. The advantages of combining deterministic methods with those that use the probability distribution of RSS values will be assessed. Consequently, fine localization by Exponential distribution function is combined with AF clustering and both coarse localization techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines offline-phase localization that comprised of collecting database and clustering by affinity propagation. Section 3 represents the proposed online-phase positioning scheme in detail. The performance is assessed through implementations in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
OFFLINE PHASE
We perform WLAN positioning scenario during offline-phase, where a user carries a mobile device outfitted with a WLAN adapter such as a PDA or laptop, amassing RSS measurements from available APs in an indoor environment. The position of these APs may be unknown. The aim of positioning system is to estimate the user's current location on a map by using RSS readings. The location of mobile is appraised by comparing the current RSS reading to a database entitled fingerprints. It encompasses of measured RSS for the similar device over a grid of points on the map. During an offline phase, the time samples of RSS readings are collected at known locations as the RPs [4] .
Each fingerprint includes RSS vector from each cell, and contains a tuple <x, y, > where <x ,y> indicates the physical coordinate, is the average RSS vector. RSS time samples from ith AP at jth RP are denoted as:
for i=1,2,…,M, and j=1,2,…,L, is the number of samples, and are the number of APs and RPs respectively. Then we average RSS time samples at:
RSS time samples variance of the ith AP at the jth RP also comes with:
The AP that has a much larger variance is more proper in localization. The average of RSS samples is stored in a vector represented as:
. is vector of the average RSS readings at jth RP for total of APs.
Clustering data based on a measure of similarity is a crucial step in scientific data analysis and in engineering systems [16] . A common approach is to use data to learn a set of centers, for example the sum of squared errors between data points and their nearest centers becomes minimum. When the centers are designated from actual data points they are identified exemplars. Each similarity is set to a negative squared error (Euclidean distance) ( , ) = −‖ − ‖ .
values of each similarity between points expand a matrix with L×L dimension, where L is a total number of RPs [16] . This matrix is given as an input to the affinity propagation algorithm. In this clustering method, the elements of the diagonal input matrix are named as preference which have a significant impact on adjusting the number of clusters and the corresponding exemplars. The data points with larger s(k,k) are more probable to be elected as desired exemplars. Because all data points are equally probable as exemplars, the preferences should be set to a common value [16] .
The default common preference value is considered median values of all similarities, ( , ):
There are two kinds of messages that are recursively disseminated between RPs: the responsibility message ( , ) is sent from ith RP to candidate exemplar kth RP. This message illustrates the index fitness for RP k to be served as the exemplar for the point i by taking other potential exemplars for RP i into account. The availability message ( , ) is transmitted from candidate cluster center point k to point i. It reveals the index fitness, for example, how well it would be to the point i to select point k as its candidate cluster center. The availability takes into account the support from other points that cluster center point k should be an exemplar for them. The responsibility is defined as:
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Figure 1. block diagram of fingerprinting localization algorithm
To begin with, the availabilities are set to zero: a(i,k) = 0. Then the responsibilities are computed using equation (5) . Competition for ownership of data points between all candidate exemplars is performed using above responsibility update with updating the following relation:
Messages are exchanged between pairs of data points, and availabilities and responsibilities are combined at every data point. A point that maximizes ( , ) ( , ) is exemplar for point i. For total data points, P is the number of paragons that divides all data points to P clusters with these P exemplars.
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COARSE LOCALIZATION OFFLINE PHASE
We sampled the RSS values in our test points and created the RSS measurement vector as online phase:
where { , , = 1, … , }. In order to curtail the space into subsets of our clusters we applied coarse localization and cluster matching. This algorithm confines localization error due to the size of this subset. There are many approaches that investigate coarse localization by using similarity function [4] . We propound the similarity criterion to the RSS of the exemplar and similarity to the weighted average RSS of cluster members using Mahalanobis norm. First, we compare the similarity between online RSS vector and each exemplar RSS vector to recognize the cluster which online readings belong to. Then this online RSS vector is compared to RSS fingerprint vectors that are members of the proposed cluster in fine localization stage. In the first coarse localization method, the similarity function is delineated as the negative Euclidean distance between the online RSS vector and the RSS vector of each exemplar as:
is the RSS vector of jth exemplar. The cluster with the largest similarity value is adopted as the desired cluster.
We can exploit the variance of the RSS vector readings for each AP at each data point for our revised method. This variance demonstrates the accuracy of this AP in localization algorithm. We can assume that our fingerprints have a uniform and uncorrelated Gaussian distribution function for distinct APs and have different variances. According to Mahalanobis norm:
where is the covariance matrix [17] . Because samples from different APs are assumed to be mutually independent, the covariance matrix applied in computation of similarity ( , ) is diagonal:
is the average RSS of total cluster members per AP and is given:
Where denotes the number of members in the jth cluster. It is contemplated the inverse covariance matrix as a vector for weight that is used for cluster matching. It should be noted that more stable RSS vector has smaller variance, so the weight will be larger. Eventually, according to the relations (9) and (10) the similarity is defined as:
where ⨀ is the element wise multiplication between two vectors. = [ , , , , … , ], where is the weight for the RSS reading at mth AP in jth cluster. , is proportional to the inverse average variance total cluster members for each AP:
The weight should be normalized as: ∑ , = 1 . These matching schemes affect localization error slightly. They try to detract the probability of choosing wrong cluster. If the wrong cluster is designated a larger localization error will be reflected. Experimental simulations will be demonstrated in section 4 and indicated the difference between these two schemes. The data points are diminished to the subset of points. The matrix can therefore be found at:
Where this matrix is used for fine localization stage.
FINE LOCALIZATION
In online phase, localization algorithm is applied by using the RSS vector of test points with unknown coordinates, = [ , , … , , ] (where is the number of APs, is the number of test points) and RSS vectors of each cluster members which is given by = [ ] with as a subset of . By comparing RSS vector of test points and RSS vector of each cluster members attained from the coarse localization stage, a mobile device estimates its location by computing the Euclidean distance:
The RP of which has a minimum distance with RSS vector of test point, has been proposed as desired location [6] . During sampling stage some of APs may be present in our database but at another time they may not be in our sampling. We will then relinquish this transient APs for our study. Another technique in the deterministic location algorithm is propounded the distances to kNearest Neighbors in the signal space. the criterion of comparing is the Euclidean distance of the signal strength which is called k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method [6] . In this technique the coordinates of k RPs are averaged that have minimum signal distance to test point. Each coordinate is weighted equally in this method. In our simulations, we have investigated the mean localization error (MLE) for different values of k.
In another method we reach to the most probable location, due to weighting algorithm [1] . We can distinguish k positions that are the nearest neighbor to the test point first, next we weigh the coordinates of these data points in order to be near to our test point according to the relation (15) . Impact of this weighing algorithm on MLE will be surveyed in Section 5.
On the other hand, for probabilistic themes, estimation methods are based on minimizing the probability of estimation error. Numerous methods have been proposed to estimate. Accuracy and computational time are pivotal elements to choose the appropriate method [18] . Maximum Likelihood (ML) method is examined in this study. Based on the statistical properties of ML estimation, we can approximate μ equal to the average values of RSS at each RPs, and σ as variance RSS values of each RPs for each AP. { = , , , , … , , } will be the set of all observations in the online phase and is sets of samples corresponding to jth RP in our database, so that = { (μ , ), … , (μ , )} which consists of 1 to M APs. According to the ML estimation the RSS samples for each RP are correspond to a normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation . Then the probability of each RP can be calculated. Estimation is fulfilled for the RSS vector of jth RP for total APs:
The coordinates of jth fingerprints that maximize the value of equation (16) are elected as estimated coordinates. k maximum values of this equation are selected. The average of the k-point coordinates can be more accurate estimation of the test point. Weight of these k-point coordinates should be equal for each elected RPs. This method greatly detracts MLE of the Normal PDF which we can perceive this conception in section 5. In k-Weighted Normal PDF According to equation (16) , the coordinates of the points that gain highest values of equation (16) have acquired higher weights. Eventually coordinates of these points will be averaged on the basis of weights.
Despite some distribution functions are more expanded around their mean -such as Gaussian distributions that are expanded around their mean-exponential functions focused on the mean of the distribution. Using exponential distribution functions provides better accuracy in some parts of our fingerprints for each AP. Let = { , , , , … , , } be the set of all observations in the online phase and be set of average samples corresponding to jth RP, then we have:
The coordinate of jth RP fingerprint that maximizes the value of equation (17) is selected as estimated coordinate. As represented in simulation section the difference between cumulative density function (CDF) in term of error for two methods of Normal PDF and Exponential PDF is examined.
EXPERTIMENTAL RESULTS
Data were collected at the time interval of two weeks on different days and hours on the first floor of the engineering building of Yadegar-e-Emam university. The distances between each two RPs have considered 2 m. Sampling for each point was collected for 60 seconds and evaluated at a sampling rate 0.5 ms per sample. A number of 195 sampling points were collected which encompass 99 RPs and 96 test points. Using a laptop Lenovo flex 15 that Net Stumbler installed on it, sampled data were gathered at the marked points. By putting the laptop on a zero degree (toward north) sampling is accomplished in 60 seconds. This software, announces WLAN Command lines in Microsoft C#.Net and the signal strength is measured for each AP. (Our test bed plan is represented in Fig. 2) . Also during data collection we assumed that the effect of interferences and obstacles due to humans and doors is negligible. MLE is gauged by averaging the Euclidean distances between estimated positions and actual positions of the test points has been reported as the performance of our positioning system. Efficiency of the positioning system is affected by the RSS variation, number of available APs and reliability of APs. Fig. 3 indicates the cumulative density function (CDF) in terms of error in Normal PDF, k-Normal PDF and k-weighted Normal PDF respectively. The value of k is considered to be 3 for KNPDF and WKNPDF methods in this simulation. By taking three of data points with higher values of equation (16) into account, the CDF based on mean error is depicted.
As Fig. 3 demonstrates Normal PDF method provides for CDF of 60% for the error of 3m, and a percentage of 70% and 75% is obtained for k-weighted Normal PDF and k-Normal PDF for the same error rate respectively. It illustrates improvement of KNPDF and WKNPDF compared to Normal PDF. The results thus far suggest that KNPDF and WKNPDF produce the most accurate estimations, and enhance the performance of NPDF algorithm. More detailed comparison of these two schemes based on the rate of k will be shown.
The Nearest neighbor (NN), k-Nearest neighbor (KNN) and k-Weighted nearest neighbor (WKNN) methods for k=3 are investigated in Fig. 4 . By comparing these three types of deterministic methods it is considered that CDF for the NN is 64% for 3 m error, but the KNN has CDF of 83% for the same error, which represents that KNN and WKNN have better performance compared to the nearest neighbor method. Due to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 it is explicit that deterministic methods are more accurate than the probabilistic schemes, moreover they need less computational process. According to these figures, we can figure out the impact of clustering with AF on betterment of accuracy and real-time ability. During our simulation, number of clusters is supposed to 6 for both deterministic and probabilistic algorithms according to the AF clustering. Hence, each RSS vector of test point is compared with the RSS vectors of these 6 cluster exemplars during the coarse localization stage.
A comprehensive comparison between deterministic and probabilistic algorithms based on the variable of k is shown in Fig .5 . As it is obvious for k equals 2 the MLE for KNN and WKNN schemes achieved as 1.99 and 2.02 respectively. Conversely by increasing the value of k, MLE for WKNN is highly improved. Accordingly, WKNN algorithm has better efficiency compared with other methods. According to the AF clustering algorithm studied in Section 2, the preference rate used in our simulations is -925. By detracting the amount of preference to -115 (the quarter of previous value) the number of clusters grows to 14. Next the impact of preference variation in MLE by using Normal PDF, Nearest Neighbor, k Nearest Neighbor approaches is investigated. MLE rate for the Nearest Neighbor method was obtained at 2.58m for 6 clusters and 2.42m for 14 clusters respectively. So it indicates the Nearest Neighbor method is a more accurate method for cluster number of 14. If we exert this paradigm on Normal PDF probabilistic algorithm we will observe considerable outcomes. The CDF for 14-number clustering is equivalent to 10 percent more precise than the 6-number clustering for error of 2 meters. (See Fig .6 ) Figure 6 . CDFs of positioning errors for Normal PDF methods based on AF clustering by 6-number clustering and 14-number clustering (meter) Figure 7 . CDFs of MLE for NPDF methods based on AF by using similarity to exemplar RSS and using mahalanobis norm coarse localization methods (meter)
Eventually types of coarse positioning algorithms such as similarity criterion to the RSS of exemplars, and similarity to the weighted average RSS of cluster members using Mahalanobis norm are surveyed. These algorithms were implemented by Normal PDF fine localization. We can see that coarse localization using similarity to the weighted average RSS of cluster members using Mahalanobis norm is more accurate than other approaches. For example CDF will be 70% for the error of 3 meters by using Mahalanobis norm. (see Fig. 7 )
As illustrated in Table 1 , MLE for deterministic approaches such as Nearest Neighbor, k-Nearest Neighbor and Weighted k-Nearest Neighbor and probabilistic approaches as Normal PDF, k-Normal PDF, Weighted k-Normal PDF, Exponential PDF for the value of k is equivalent to 3 are yielded. We offer an effective comparison between our proposed algorithm and Dawes and Chin (2011) without clustering algorithm from MLE aspect. The best MLE between our deterministic schemes based on the Table . 1 is k-Nearest Neighbor with 1.99m error that has notable growth in comparison with no clustering approaches by Dawes and Chin (2011) . On the other hand, in the probabilistic algorithm kNormal PDF with error of 2.34m has tolerable accuracy. 
Conclusion
In this research, a variety of methods were exerted to estimate obscure locations. First compiling of fingerprints with the criteria of Received Signal Strength (RSS) is investigated. By using the outcomes of collecting RSS in offline phase, we classify RPs with AP clustering method. Firstly, through coarse positioning two types of localization as similarity criterion to the RSS of exemplar and similarity to the weighted average RSS of cluster members by Mahalanobis norm were expressed. The impact of the number of clusters within the AF clustering algorithm on MLE using
